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　　Let (Mが）ｂｅ ａ compact connected Riemannian manifold.　Fix ａ point りof M
and denote by ７．（河）the tangent space of 河ａtり。Let Ｅｘp: 瓦（河）一河be
the exponential map of（原が) at 0。Ａ tangent vector ｘＥ八（河）iｓ called ａ tan-
gential conかgate point of (M, g), if Exp is degenerate at ヱ　The set りof all
tangential conjugate points of （犀が）in瓦（耳）iｓ called the tangenital coniuぷ出
Zθcus of (M, g) in T。（MT）。The image Ｑ＝ＥｘｐＱ of Ｑ under Exp is called the
ご佩細部＆面心of (M,が) with respect to θ。
　　Let r:［0，（ｘ））-ヽM be ａ geodesic of (M, g) (parametrized by ａｒｃ･length)
emanating from θ.　Ｌｅt痢＝叙O）∈八（河）ｄｅｎｏtｅthe initial tangent vector of γ.
Assume that the set of　tＧ（0，０ｏ）ｓｕchthat tXieQ is not empty and let らbe the
infimum of this ｓ光　Then the tangent vector toXi is called the 池z一斑?鳶肘
coniugakリ･oint along j. The set Ｆ of all ＸＥＴ。(M) which is the tangeiiital 趾ｓt
conjugate point along some gecdesic y emanating from 0, is called the tangenit?
first conjugattリ（ａs of（罪ど）in八（河）。The image Ｆ＝Ｅｘp戸of戸ｕｎｄｅｒ Exp
is called the がｙ甜回心幔μzたり促心of（屁が) with respect to θ。
　　Let again γ:（0，０ｏ）一河be ａ geodesic emanating from 0 and X =八:O）。Let
h be the supremum of the ｓごtof μ[0, oo) such that γ|［Oゴ］isａ minimal geodesic
segment from θtｏγ（昨Ｔｈｅ number /o is always finite since 河iｓ compact。Then
the tangent vector /oｘ! is called the tangenμ?む附加f??のちg゛ 7≒　The set ごaf all
XE八(M) which is the tangenital cut point along some geodesic j emanating from
0, is called the Zaが??ｃ一面us of (M, g) in ToiM)。The image C=ExpC of
C under Exp is called the ａり・cus of （罪が) with respect to ａ。
　　In the present article, we shall study the structures of the conjugate　locus.
the first conjugate locus and the cut locus of ａ compact symmetric space。
　　Helgason［3］showed by a group theoretical method that the conjugate locus of
ａ compact connected Lie group M, endowed with a bi-invariant Riemannian metric
＆iｓ nicely stratified in the sense that it is the disjoint union of smooth submani-
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folds of 訂。On the other hand, Wong ［121，［13],［14］studied conjugate Icci and
cut Icci of Grassmann manifolds by ａ geometric methcd and gave stratifications of
them.　Recently Sakai［7］studied the cut lccus of ａ general compact symmetric
space (M,が）ａｎｄ showed that it is determined by the cut Iccus of ａ maximal total-
ly geodesic flat submanifold j in （佩が）。He gave in ［61，［7］also stratifications
of cut icci of び:n)IOin), m:戻），ﾀ0(n), Spi2n)lぴ:n) and Grassmann manifolds by
his methcd。Thess spaces are included in the class of so-called symmetric i?-spaces。
Naitoh［5］studied the cut iccus of ｊ and the 趾ｓt conjugate iCCilS in ｊ for each
irreducible symmetric i?-space。Moreover, Sakai［8］gave ａ stratification of the
conjugate lccus of ａ simply connected compact symmetric space, by ａrefinement of
Heigason's approach。
　　In the present note l，we shall give ａ stratification of the conjugate　Iccus　Q，
the first conjugate lccus Ｆ and the cut Iccus Ｃ of ａ general （ｎｏtnecessarily simply
connected) compact symmetric space (i＼,g) by ａ group theoretical ｍｅthcd。 Our
stratification consists of regular submanifolds of 屈　which are diffeomorphic with
fibre bundles over compact manifolds. Our stratification is ａ generalization of
those of Helgason［3］and Sakai［81｡
　　1n the forthcoming paper 11, we shall study topological structures of Q, F and
C. Furthermore we shall give another stratification of the cut Iccus for ａ sym-
metric i?-space yＷ。 This stratification consists ｄ orbits of ａ certain group acting
on M.　Our results include these of Wong and Sakai on cut Icci of　the　previously
mentioned symmetric 刃･spaces。
§1. Conjugate loci of compact symmetric spaces
　　In this section, we shall study the structure of conjugate Icci of compact sym-
metric spaces by ａ group theoretical approach。
　　Let Ｇ be ａ compact connected Lie group, 瓦ａ closed subgroup of Ｇ and ∂ａｎ
involutive automorphism of G. Assume that the pair（Ｇ，Ｋ）iｓ ａ symmetric pair
with respect to ∂，i｡ｅ｡,K lies between the subgroup:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ga＝伊EG;θけ）＝聯
and the identity component of Ｇ恥　We denote by g and けｈｅLie algebras of Ｇ and 瓦
respectively。The involutive automorphism of g induced by d will be also denoted
by d.　Then the pair (g, t) is ａ symmetrc pair with respect to 肌i｡ｅ｡，t satisfies
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　t={Xり; dX=X)。
　　Choose　an　inner　prcduct (　, ) on　a, which　is　invariant　under 6 and the
adjoint action of Ｇ。In what follows, for ａ subspace りof　g, the group of ortho-
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gonal transformations ｏｎ）ｗithrespect to this inner product （　, ), will be denoted
bｙＯ（b）。Consider the homogeneous space:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｍ＝Ｇ/瓦
and denote the origin 瓦of M by θ，　Then the tangent space T。(M) of Ｍ at θis
identified with the subspace:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｍ＝｛ＸＥ９;θＸ＝－恥
through the canonical projection πＧ:Ｇ一一見　This subspace ｍ will be called the
ｃａｎｏｎｉｃａｌｏｍｔleｗｅｎt　iorthe symmetric pair （9，t）.　Let ｇ be the unique Ｇ･
invariant Riemannian metric on Ｍ such that it coincides on 瓦（Ｍ）ｗith the inner
ｐｒcdｕｃt（，）ｏｎ ｍ。Then the Riemannian manifold （駈が）iｓ ａ compact ｃｏｎ･
nected symmetric space. Note that any compact connected symmetric space is
obtained in this way.　It is known that the exponential map Exp of iM, g) at the
origin 0 IS given by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｅｘpｘ＝（ｅｘp幻り　for ｘEm。
　　Take ａ Cartan subalgebra ａ，i｡ｅ｡，ａmaximal abelian subalgebra in m, for the
symmetric pair (g, !) and fix it once for all.　We denote by Ａ the toral subgroup




Then the pair（がバ') is also ａ symmetric pair with respect to が＝冽がwith the
canonical complement ?。The subspace ?iｓ ａ Cartan subalgebra for（が，び）。We
have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｍ‾cm＋?, a = Cn,+ a'。
Put
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　r=dim a， ｒo＝dim Cm.
The integer ｒ is the so-called rank of the symmetric space （顛が）.　For re a, we
define ａ subspace ９７ｃof the complexification gC of g by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一９７ｃ＝{ＸＥｇｃ;[瓦Ｘ]＝2町/－1(Ｔ， Ｈ)ｘ for each j7‘ea],
and put
　　　　　　　　　　i;={rea一{O}；肢ｃ≠(0}}⊂ｊ。
An element of J is ａ root (ｏr angular parameter) for (g, I) relative to c. Take
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next ａ maximal abelian subalgebra t of Ｇ containing (l and put
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　b＝tｎr，び＝tn9≒
Then we have direct sum decompositions:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　t＝b＋ａ＝c＋t≒
For aet, we define ａ subspace 9≪ of ｏｃby
　　　　　　　　脳＝{ＸＥｇｃ;[瓦Ｘ]＝2πソこi{凪ＥＤｘ for each Het),
and put
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　S={ae t一㈲；‰≠{0}}⊂氏
An element of S is ａ root (ｏｒangular parameter) for G relative to t。We put
further
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Σo＝Ｊｎｂ。
　　　　　　－Let H:x一Ｈ:denote the orthogonal projection from t onto ａ。Then we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ぶ= {≪; ａＥヱーヱo}。
Choose ａ compatible order ＞，i｡e., a lexicographic order ＞ｏｎ t such that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　α≫0，αり7o⇒一面＞0，
and fix it one for all.　This induces an order on ａ，which will be also denoted bｙ＞。
Let n be the fundamental root system for I with respect to the ｏｒder＞ａｎｄlet
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～　　～　　～i7o = i7∩2'o。
Then the fundamental root system 17 for Ｊ with respect to the order ＞ｏｎ ａ is
given by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～　　～11= {a; a∈万一∬o}。
Let jにdenote the set of positive roots in ゑ　Then the set Ｊ≒.of positive roots in
^ is given by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ぷ士= {d; a∈μ一jo}。
Let h and nio denote the centralizer of ａ in r and ａ respectively. Put
　　　　　　　　　　　　r7＝rｎ(97c＋9-？ｃ)，ｍ？＝ｍｎ(9芦＋9-つ.ｃ)
foｒγ∈ぶ士。Then we have the following lemma。
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　　2)荊にan choose Sa^^ a?瓦Ｅｍかｒａｄに∈S+―Iq in such a way that:








ＴｈｅｎtｈｅｄｉｆｆｅｒｅｎtｉａｌｄＷ ｏ＾ｆいａt(かo，召〇)is given by
　　　　　　　　　　　(ＡＷＫ-)(６,go)(ぷ･1o(So十善ら応)，万)
　　　　　　　　　　　＝ dTlcoeｘpj7j″Ｇ(万一Σ(ZojSin2ボ:ａ，Ho)Υα)
for if 6a=7１0(ａ)α?So6?o≫ where r。denotes the left translation byり。
　　　Peoop.　1)　is an easy consequence of definitions.






Choose ａｎｘ。∈g* for each α∈匙－Jo in such ａ way that for each γ∈ぶ＋the set {瓦;
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　～　　　～a=r} is ａ basis for Qy. For a∈Σ4.一Jo with a＝γ，1et
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Xa ―See―ダ月:７１　　Safety, Tc^emy.
Then these Sa and ７Ｕ have the required properties.
　　　3) follows from direct computations･　　q.e.d。
　　　Let Ｗ be the Weyl group for the symmetric pair (a K＼ i.e。Ｗ＝Ｎ９万(y1)/瓦(刄)，
whｅｒe J恥(y1)ａｎｄ瓦(刄)ａｒｅthe normalizer and the centralizer of Ain K respectively。
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It is identified with a finite subgroup of Ｏ(Ｏ through the adjoint action on ａ。We
define the diagram D for the symmetric pair (9バ)bｙ
　　　　　　　　　　　D={Hea; 2(Ｔ，Ｈ)ＥＺ for some γ∈莉。
It is invariant under the Weyl group Ｗ。Ａ connected component of a-D is called
ａ加東ｉａｍｅｎtａｌｃｅｌｌof ａ。We define ａ lattice ｒ in ａ，ａ lattice po in どａｎｄ ａ sub-
group ｒ＊of a by
　　　　　　　　　　　ｒ＝り７Ｅａ; expHeK},
　　　　　　　　　　　戸＝叫ﾂ;μΞＪ}ｚ，　where ｊ７＝(1/(y汀))r，
　　　　　　　　　　　r*={H£a; 2(r, meZ　for each μΞＪＬ
Here {* )z means the subgroup generated by ＊.　The following　inclusions are
ｋｎｏｗｎ(cf。Takeuchi[11D。
(1.1)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　戸⊂ｆ⊂ｒ＊，
The Weyl group W leaves these groups invariant. Denoting by 以:A') the translation:




In virtue of ａ genera! relation:
　　　　　　　　　　　　ｓZ(ｊ)ｓ-1＝μ:sA') for seO(a), A£a,
these are subgroups of the group of Euclidean motions of a, and the above expres-
sions are semi･direct decompositions。The inclusions (1.1) implies the inclusions:
(1.2)　　　　　　　　　　　　　Wo⊂Ｗ⊂Ｗ＊.
These groups leave the diagram D invariant, and hence they act on the set of a11
fundamental cells of o. The following is classical。
　　Lemma 1.2. (E. Cartan[1])
　　1)£ｄ
　　　　　　　　　　　by =ﾘﾐfEa; 2(r,H‘)＝蛸　Ｔ昭，匹Ｚ
＆αみ勁ｇかZ皿いびａ印池linedin the血眼阿房，α?心刄池りﾀSy" the symmetび:
　　　　　　　亙･-→j7－(2(瓦7)/(γげ))け(可(γ汀))γ　forF a
がa with re幼心to 7 '　Then
かおり?回の･一所by these symmetriesが?話
γぱ，匹Ｚいz?μactssimpl'リransitivelﾀ回the setげﾌﾞ四面回･池zZ?むげａ.
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　　2）がG is s細説y connectedパみa Gg is ａ･nnected｡
　　3）がM is simply connected, th四ｒ＝ｒo。





Then we have also the following decompositions。
　　　　　　　　　　a'= ai①…忠心, where a,,= a'f]Qk (1≪k<s-),
　　　　　　　　　　Ｊ＝ＪＩＵ…[JUs,where iﾝy＝ぶ∩貼（1≪ゐ≪ｓ），
　　　　　　　　　　∬＝n11U…Ｕ刀こ，ｗheｒｅｎ．＝井∩瓦（1（ゐ（ｓ）.
These imply direct product decompositions:
(1.3)　　　　　　　　　　　　ｒ＊＝cm十ｒ1＊十‥･十ｒs＊，
(1.4)　　　　　　　　Ｗ＊＝μ:c。）×荊＊×…×rに＊，
where Ｆだ＊and Wfc* are the corresponding groups for the k一thirreducible factor






S,= {H∈賤;O＜2(Ｔ,Ｈ)く1　for each μﾖ馬?}(1≪ゐ≪ｓ)





Their closures are given by














It is easy to see that S is an open convex ceilin ａ and that it is the unique funda･
mental cell of ａ such that S is contained in the closed positive Weyl chamber:
　　　　　　　　　　　　a+={lfea; (r,Ｈ)）O　for each γ∈こ}，
and such that the closure Ｓ contains O。 Now we define
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ws={TeW; tS=S},
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｗｓ＊＝{ｒ･ΞＷ＊;紹＝S}。
From (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5) we have an inclosion:
(1.9)




where Wf is the corresponding group for the ゐ-thirreducible factor (牝牡)(1ぺ
ゐ≪ｓ)。Note that each　Wl is a finitegroup.
　　Lemma 1.3. 1) Thi≒g7り噸Ｗリｓα回り回Z subgroupげW*, and
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　TTら＊ごＷ＊／Ｗｏ２ｒ＊／ｒｏ，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　聡２聊卿ごＦ/fo。
　　2)がM is sim死に四回cted, then Wc={l)。
　　ＰＲｏｏＦ。1)We show 趾ｓt
(1.11)　　　　　　　以－ｊびo　for each se Wム4∈ｒ＊。
In fact,if we denote by ｓ7 the symmetry:
－　　　　　　　　　　　Ｈ≒一・Ｈ－(2(私γ)/(Ｔ,　T))γ　forHea
of ａ with respect to μぼ, then
　　　　　　　　ｓμ一y1＝－(2(洙γ)/(γ，γ))γ＝－2(淮γ)馬∈ｒo。
Since w is generated by symmetries s7 with γば, (1.11) holds for any ｓEW。
　　Now we defineａ map p:Ｗ＊－一一ｒ＊/戸bｙ
　　　　　　　　　　♪(j(ｊ)ｓ)＝y1十po　for .ler*, seW。
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　　一Then p is ａ surjective homomorphism in virtue of （1.11). Since ｋｅｒｎｅ１♪＝Wo，WO
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　　　　　一　　一is ａ normal subgroup of W＊ａｎｄ Ｗ＊/WoΞΓ＊μ聚　Moreover Lemma 1.2, 1) implies
　一　　　　一　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　　一　－Ｗｓ＊乙張＊/Wo. The same proof shows 罵声聊Ｗｏ２月Fo。
　　　2) follows from １）ａｎｄ Lemma Ｌ ２，3）。　q｡ｅ｡d.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Now we shall decompose Ｓ into the union of convex cells。For ａ subset ｊ of









It is easily seen that Sj is ａ convex cellin Ｓ。If we denote　by Ｓぬ　the convex
cell in Sk defined in the same way from the subset ∠1だof井がdefined by 壽＝
ｊｎＩＩぷ（1≪ゐ≪s)and if we put Ｓり＝Sjn?，tｈｅｎwe have
（1.12）　　　　　　　　　　　　　Sj＝cmｘSjlｘ‥･ｘｙ･＝cmｘＳ'ｊ，
（1.13）　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｓｌｊ＝Ｓｊ１》く…XS航
Hence, ｙ≠φif and only if 瓦≠j for each ﾙ。Ａ subset j of ∬l satisfying the
latter conditions is said to be admissible。For an admissible subset ∠1of m， the
ｄｉｍｅｎｓｉｏｎﾙjof ｙ is given by
（L14）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　恥＝I訓十rn―s,
where l＊ｌmeans the cardinality of the set ＊。
　　Lemma １,4.1）Ｓ＝ﾂSj（diｓjoint　ｕｎｉｏｎ),where ｊ なり６ ａａ,・theadmissible
subsets of IIK
　　2) The g‘roupWs*ａｃtｓｏｎthe ｓｅtｏｆ出Ｓハdh∠ｌ ａｄｍｉｓｓible。
　　3) For ad?ssible subsets j1，j2げ771。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｙl⊃Sj2ぐ⇒j1二）馬。
石臼his case, for HieS'^' an丿H2 e5^s we have
　　　　　　　　　Z瓦十（1－０瓦ESjl　for each ｆ with Oく図1.
　　Peoof.　In virtue of (1.7), (1.10) and (1.13), we may assume that g is semi･
simple and（9パ）iｓim･ducible.












be the highest root of 2". We put
　　　　　　　　　　　　　γo＝一万，εo°O，陶＝1，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　八＝(1/馳痢(Oべ沁ｒ)，
so that 77リs given by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　亙ら{γo心…汀小
Then S is the ordinary closed Euclidean simplex spanned by the points {鳥:yE炉}：
S＝｛Σ駒鳥;Ｏ≪力石1，Σhy = l}
　　76/71　　　　　　　　　　　　7∈/μ
and ｙ is the open Euclidean simplex spanned by the points｛乃;μΞ判：
(1.16) Sj＝｛Σ駒鳥;Oく駒く1，Σ駒＝1｝
　　　76ぷ　　　　　　　　　　　　■yej'i
Thus the family {Sj}ｊ gives the ordinary cellular decomposition of the closed
　　　　　－simplex S.　This implies the Lemma.　ｑ｡ｅ｡d。
　　Remark.　Any fundamental cellof ａ can be decomposed to the union of disjoint
convex cells in the same way. Thus we get ａ cellulardecomposition of ａ，which
is invariant under the action of Ｂ/＊。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一For an element 節ΞＳ，we defineａ closed subgroup Ｚ″of 尺bｙ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｚ″＝{舶三尺;ゐＥｘｐ亙＝Ｅｘｐ亙}。
For an admissible subset ∠iof ITr≒　wedefineａ subgroup m of K and ａ normal
subgroup Zj of m by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｙ＝{糾尺;ルＥｘｐＳＪ＝Ｅｘpｙ}，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Zj＝{れや;剥Ｅｘｐｙ＝id}，
ｗｈｅｒｅ剤Ｅｘｐｙ＝ｉｄmeans that kp=p for each pe Exp S''.　Then Z' is ａ closed
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subgroup of 瓦ａｎｄ Ｚｊ⊂Ｚ″ for each ＨｅＳｊ。Let lp be the quotient group:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　聊'＝炉/Zj.
The class ゐＺりｮｌｐ containinff ｋｇＮ＾ will be denoted by [ゐ]. Also we define ａ sｕb･















We define moreover ａ Ｃ° m゜ap Ｐ: ＫｍｘＳｊ一Ｍｂｙ
　　　　　　　　　　　　W＼kZ', H)=kExpH　for ｋ £K, ＨらＳｊ。
The image of ｒｊ will be denoted by Ｍ孔　Our first task is to study the structure
of the set Afj。






　　Pboof.　1) We may assume that o is semi-simple and （9，t）iｓirreducidle.




We shall show that γ∈{n'-j}z if and only if 2(Ｔ，Ｈ)＝OoドＬ















and hence re{n'-A}z。Conversely, if Y£{n^―J}z, i｡ｅ。γiｓwritten as
γ＝ΣZ沁十Zoa　　IhlOEぶ
　７μｊ
then mi=loni for each ｆ with neJ. Thus lo＝O or 1、and hence ２(Ｔ､Ｈ)＝O or 1.
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follows from １)。






which is equal to (?)cbｙ2).Thiｓ implies the assertion 3)｡
　　4)　is clear, since　both　?ａｎｄ t' are subalgebras of o in virtue of the asser-
tion 3)。　q.ｅ｡d。
　　Lemma 1.6. 1) Let Jiα?J2 be admissible subsets of II*, Hi昭代坊ESも
皿ｄｋｅＫ.If kEｘｐ坊＝ＥｘｐＨ２パｈｅｎＡｄｈ?l＝ｍへ
　　２）£etA be an ad?畑仙にｇ必出げnK Then N'リｓαｓ織部mp of the
normalizer NKCm"^}がmj緬瓦　７尨石白雨帥抑ｓげＺ″are the same f /ａΓα町
H£S'.　ＴｈｅＬｉｅａｌｇｅｂｒａ　０/Ｎｋ(m-^)is alsi八八
　　Proof.　1)Ｆrｏｍ the assumption, there exists leK such that ke:xpHi = expH2l.
Applying the automorphism θｏｆ Ｇ， we ｇｅtゐ(ｅｘｐ扁)-1＝(ｅｘp坊)刀and hence
/＝(ｅｘｐ瓦)ゐ(ｅｘp瓦)-1.1t folloｗｓゐｅｘｐ瓦＝ｅｘp瓦ｅｘｐ瓦ゐ(ｅｘｐ扁)-１and hence
ゐ(ｅｘp2瓦)ゐ-1＝ｅｘp 2瓦.Ｎｏｗ Lemma 1.5, 3) implies Ad岫3j1＝め，ａｎｄ thus
Adゐｍ石＝ｍｊ２.
　　2)ｙ⊂罵xｍｊ)folloｗｓ from １)。Ｌｅt亙ESj and
　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｘ＝So十Σら＆Et，SOEto。
Then, X G Lie algebra of ＺＨぐ=⇒(exp j7)-1(ｅｘpぽ)expHet for each teEく≒今
Ad(ｅｘｐ亙)-１ＸＥｔぐ＝う2(ａ,Ｈ)ｅＺｉoreach a∈こトーJo with ら≠O(bｙ Lemma １.1)ぐ⇒
XEtJ(bｙ Lemma 1.5).　Thus the Lie algebra of Ｚ１１coincides with r九
　　To show that the Lie algebra of Ｎｋ(?)is also t", take an element HeS'.
Then, Xe Lie algebra of Nk万(ｍｊ)⇒[瓦Ｘ]∈?⇒ら＝o for each αどこ-So with O＜
2(α，亙)くl(by Lemmas 1. 1 and L5)⇒XEtJ(by Lemma 1.5). Conversely, Lemma
１.5，4) implies[tｊ，ｍｊ]⊂l?ａｎｄ hence tj⊂Lie algebra of Nk'万(ｍ柾　　q.e.d。
　　The following Corollary l is an immediate consequence of the above lemma。
　　　Corollary １. 　Ｔｈｅ ｇｒｏｕp Ｎ＾ iｓ　ａ　ｃｏｍｐａｃt　ｓｕbgｒｏｕp　ｏｆＫ。Ｔｈｅ groups N'
α?Ｚリ'tave the sα心に£ぬロ雨μzbra ＼. 7池田ソore ｆｊ is αj肩ながり卯，
Corollary ２.1)dimA7/Ｚｊ＝(1/2)(dim g―dim?)。
2) The map ＼'リｓ四知mersion.
　　Proof. 1) In virtue of the above lemma, the tangent space of 眉Ｚｊ at the




through the canonical projection 恥:Ａｙ－→ＫＩＺ利　〇ｎthe other hand, we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　9/9j2　Σ(t7＋m7)。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　７ｅＪ。－Ｊ?
These imply the assertion 1)。
　　2) It follows from Lemma １.1 that the differentiald＼' of Ｐａt(ﾙo聡
μ))ｅＫｆＺ”xS'is given by
　　　　　　汝叫≒瓦1-一一dQ,eｘp馬面Ｇ sin 2゛(哨珀)瓦l　　　　　　　　　　
for ael+-~lo with o≪2(≪,ifo)く１
　　　　　　亙I一ｄでｋｏｅｘp馬面Ｇ亙　　for　召∈7i,(ｙ)。
Therefore dW is linearly injective at (かｏＺｊ，凧)。　ｑ｡e.d.
　　Lemma 1.7. Let j1α?Jo he admissible subsetsげ7祀瓦ESj1，瓦eS石α?
feeK. If k Exp iJi=Exp H2, thenμ四回?心７∈Ws such that:
　　　i)ｒ於＝訃;
　　　ii)超ｘp亙＝Ｅｘp ｒＨ　かｙｅａｃｈＨＧ≒
　　　iii) tHi = H2,
四丿紬心ゐＥｘｐ於＝Ｅｘｐ訃.
　　Peoof. We know Adゐl?1＝ｎ西bｙ Lemma Ｌ 6. Since both ａ and Adka are
Cartan subalgebras for the symmetric pair (9ら，ト), and since the Lie algebra of
Ｚちis防bｙ the above Corollary 1，we can find 卸ΞＺも　such that hk ｅＮｋ(ｊ)。
Therefore, we　may assume　feeN．(淮)。Put s=-Adk＼aeW.　Ｔｈｅｎ(ｅｘpsi/i)o=
(exp H2)o and hence there exists y1∈ｒsuch that ｓ凧＋ｙ1＝瓦。Putting T^=t(.A:)seW,
we have ７１瓦＝瓦。It follows from Remark afterLemma １.4 that ご1Sj1＝Sへ　Now
Lemma Ｌ２，1) implies that there exists ｒ2EWo⊂Ｗ such that r = r2r,eWs　and
721SJ2＝id，ａｎｄsoｒSj1＝Ｓ蝋7j丸＝瓦。Then, for each 亙ESjl we have
　　　　　　Exp tH=Exp T2TiH=Exp ｒl亙＝Ｅｘpｓ亙＝ゐＥｘp召.　q｡ｅ｡d。




and define ａ homomorph ism 一：ｒｏ一一軍帽)ｙ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　が'(ｊ)＝[KA)]　　forぶ∃ｒo。
　　　　　　　On conjugate loci and cut loci of compact symmetric spaces ｌ　　　　　４９
Then ｒo is ａ lattice in Cm and ごjis injective。With these definitions we have　the
following lemma。




　　ＰＲｏｏＦ。1) Take an arbitrary 7･eA^-*and let ■!:= t(A)s, where　油ΞΓ and　託眠
ChooｓｅｋＳＮｋiA) such that Adﾙla＝s. Then the relation (L17)holdｓ and hence
keN'.ｴ　Ｓｉｎｃｅ応(淮)⊂Z＼ the class[ゐ]eW is determined by 7･。Moreover, the
relation (1.17) implies that[k] depends only on the class[ｒ]。Now the cor-
respondence[牡一[ﾙ]defines the required ｈｏｍｏｍｏｒphiｓｍ。The uniqueness is clear
from the relation (1.17).
　　2)Ｔｈｅ surjectivity of πJ follows from Lemma 1.7. It is clear that πJ。c' is
trivial。Take T&N' such that が[ｒ]＝1.　Let ７＝μ:ｙ1″十A')s, where ^"ec^,, A'ea'
and sEW。Put z' = U:ｊ)ｓ so that ｒ＝μ:ぷ/)ヅ。It follows from (1.5), (1.10)ａｎｄ
(1.12)that ｒ/ leaves both ｙ and S" invariant。On the other hand, がしｒ]＝1 implies
　　　　　　　　　　　　Exp if =Exp ７Ｈ　　　foreach １１ｅＳ九
Since Sj is connected and ｒ is discrete in ａ，we can find Ber such that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｔＨ＝Ｈ十召　　for each HeS'
Let B=B"十B', where召侑Ξｃｍ and B'& a'. Then
　　　　　　　　　　　tH' = B"十(召7十丑')　　for each Ｈ'ｅＳ'＾.
It follows from the decomposition: ７＝μ:ぷ/)ｙ that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　ど召''=/f'十Ｂ’　for each Ｈ池Ｓ'侃
Since　S" is　bounded　in　a', we have Ｂ’＝Ｏ　and　hence　t' = 1.　Thus　we　have
７＝括:ｊ″)ｗith j″Ｅｃｍｎｒ＝ｒo，ａｎｄ hence [ｒ]＝？(y1//ｙ　This completes the proof。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　q.e.d.
　　Now we define ａ C°° right action of the group Ｗｊ on ＫＩＺ’xS' as follows.
Let kZ'i―'ikZ‘1)・[ゐ/]＝kk'Ｚ’ be the natural right action of [が]ＥＰｏｎＫＩＺ侃Ｗｅ
define ａ right action of [ｒ]eW on ＫＩＺ’by ｋＺｊ←-→{＼１｝)[ｒ]＝(ゐZj)・πｊ[ｒ]. Define
ａ right action of [ｒ]eW on KIZ' X S' by
　　　　　　　　(kZ礼II)･--･((ゐZj)[r], T-^H]for　keK, HeS'.
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Then we have the following
　　Lemma 1.9. 1) The group W acts on瓦'jZ' X S' freely.
　　２)Ｌｅt ゛Ｆ八ＫｆＺ＾×夕一一Ｍｂｅ決心breviouslv defined C^mat). The拘引(ﾙ1ZJ，
瓦)＝ｒｊ(恥Ｚｊ，Ｈ２)仔回心?y if there exists[ｒ]ＥＷｊお油活計[hZ＼ Hi几７]＝
(恥Ｚｊ，Ｈふ
　　Proof. 1) Assume that 7Eｙ，ﾙoE瓦ａｎｄ珀ESj satisfy (koZ'^yHo)[7']＝(ﾙｏＺｊ，
ifo). Since the natural action of w on 眉ZJ is free, we have が[月＝１ and ７-1瓦
= ifo. It follows from Lemma １,8 that ｒ＝μ:ｊ)ｗith /1∈几。But H〇= tHo=Ho十Å
implies A=0 and hence [７]＝1.
　　2) Assume ｒj(ゐ１Ｚｊ，亙l)＝ｒj(ｋ９Ｚ^Ｈ２),i.e。ゐ1Eｘｐ亙1＝か2 Exp Ho.　Put k=
峠1た2∈瓦ｓｏthatゐＥｘp越＝Ｅｘp瓦，lt follows from Lemma １.7 that there exists
託iV^ such that πj[7･]＝[ゐ]and ７Ｈ２＝稀。Ｔｈｅｎ恥Ｚｊ＝kよ７Ｊ＝(孵Ｚｊ)・[か]＝(馳Ｚｊ)[ｒ]
and ｒ1亙1＝1１２. Thus ihZ', Hi)[ｒ]＝(恥Ｚｊ，Ｈ２１).Conversely, assume (kiZ-^, Hi)[ｒ]
＝(ﾙ2ZJ，珀)ｗith T&N＼　ＬｐＶ　７てｊ[ｒ]＝[寿]wheｒｅ.　ｋｅＮ侃Ｔｈｅｎか1ゐZJ＝ゐ２Ｚｊ and
T-^Hi = H2, and hence た2Eｘｐ瓦＝ｈｋExp H2 =か!Exp TH-7=kiExp Hi, i.e。ｒj(fe^Ｚ^
扁)＝卿(しfe9.ｚ^11２)。ｑ,ｅ｡d，
　　For an admissible subset j of TP, let
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　£ｊ＝幻Zjｘ仰-JSj
be the quotient manifold of ＫＩＺ’xS' relative to the above free right action of Ｗ七
The class in £ｊof ａ point (kZ九Ｈ)∈瓦/汐XSJ will be denoted by [kZ＼ H]. Note
that蜀ZJ is connected since 瓦iｓ generated by 瓦ｎｊ and the identity component
ｏｆＫ[cf。Ｔａｋｅｕchに11])。Thｕｓぷis also connected. We will vshow in Part II that ぷ
is diffeomorphic with a fibre bundle over ａ compact manifold。With these defini･
tions, we have
　　Theorem １.L　1) A compact connected sy}対訳etric spaび訂jパhe (not neces-
ｓ出切diｓjoint）回心：
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｍ＝ＵＭｊ
of connected阿部泌ダs一匹?かIds M＼ wheだA ranges ovびthe admissible st一斑ｓ




知加rticular, dim肘恍ｄｉｍＭ－２かｒａ夕♪りμｒ??畑山subset A of UK
3）
4）
　　On conjugate lcK:iand cut loci of compact symmetric spaces l
砂1∩封ら≠φぐ⇒紆1＝紆べ二⇒Inhere <肩肘ｓｒG胎丿油話討ｒ訃＝Sも
ー　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　一封j1⊃紆べ=4> There exists re吊りμch that rS^'⊃S蝋
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　　Proof.　1) Let p be an arbitrary point of 胤　Take ｘ em such that Ｅｘｐｘ＝
p and then take ゐ1∈K such that Hi=AdkiXea。It follows from Lemma 1.2, 1)
that there exists reW such that 亙＝ｒ亙圭ES。By Lemma Ｌ ４，we heve an admis-
sible subset ｊ of /71 with HeS'. Let T = t(.A')s, whereぶΞΓ and seW, and take
h^Nu万(A') such that Ad屈ａ＝ｓ，Ｐｕtル＝(ﾙ2ゐ1)-1∈瓦　Then Ｆや＝feokiEｘｐｘ＝
ﾙ2EｘpAdゐ1X＝ゐ2Eｘｐ召1＝Ｅｘp sHi=ExpTHi=Exp H, and hence ♪＝屁ｘp亙＝ｙj(ｋＺｊ，11)
ＥＭｊ。Thus Ｍ＝Ｕ恕。
　　For each admissible subset j of n＼ ｒj is ａ Ｃ° i゜mmersion by Corollary ２ of
Lemma 1.6, and it induces ａ Ｃ°帽mbeddingφJ:ぷ一一訂bｙ Lemma Ｌ ９. Thus
it suffices to show that が:£''―>M' is an open map with respect to the topology
of y印　induced by that of M. We prove this in the same way as in Sakai[8]。
Suppose that this would not hold。 Then, there would exist ｓｅｑｕｅｎｃｅｓ瓦∈K,Hn eS'
such that kn ExpH。would converge in M to ａ point ゐoEｘp瓦ｗith幻Ξ瓦; Hn£S＼
bｕt[恥Ｚ九祗t]would not converge to [hz＼ Ho]in万万　We shall show that this
assumption leads to ａ contradiction. From the assumption, there exist ａ neighbor･
hoodｙof[ﾙoZ ，Ｈｏ]in E' and subsequences k7もi．　Ｈｕisuch that [k7むｉＺ∠≒Ｈ７吋]4Z／。
Since both K and UPo are compact, we may assume that subsequences km and
召見converge to fe'ＧＫand to H'eS" respectively, so that k' Exp H' = ko Exp Ho。
Putting k = k(r^k'eK, we get
　　　　　　　　　　kExpH'=ExpHo　　where　H'^S', HaeS'。
It follows from Lemma １.7 that there exists reWs such that ｒ召７＝召o。Thｕｓ召''£S',
and hence
　　　　　　　　　　kExpH' = koExpH〇　　where　亙/，召oESj。
Now Lemma 1.9, 2) implies[がZ＼ H勺＝[hZ', Ha]。But the sequence [ｈ　７ｉ＾Ｈ7７111]
converges to [k’Ｚ九拝]in？。This contradicts to the assumption: [kｕ，Ｚ∠≒Ｈｎｉ]似ｙ.
　　2) follows from Corollary ２ of Lemma １.6 and (1.14)，
　　3)ＬｅtＭｊ１ｎ登ら≠φ. Then there exist ゐ1，ゐ2∈瓦瓦ＥＳｊｌａｎｄ瓦ES゛ such that
ki Exp Hi=kz Exp H2。Ｐｕttｉｎｇゐ＝ﾙ2-1ゐ1∈瓦we get kExp Hi=Exp H2. By Lemma
1.7, there exists reWs such that ７Ｓｊｌ＝Sへ　Assume conversely that there　exists
zeWs such that ｒｙ1＝SへLet ７＝μ:A}s, where Aer and seW, and take kｓＮｋ(ｊ)
such that Ad剥ａ＝＝ｓ。ＴｈｅｎゐＥｘｐ亙＝Ｅｘpri? for each 亙ESへ　and　hence ｊ齢＝瓦
Exp Sj1＝瓦ＥｘｐｒSも＝瓦Ｅｘp S石＝登院　These prove the assertion 3)。
　　　　　　　　　－4)Ａssｕｍｅ登ね⊃Ｍも。Then there exist sequences 恥∈瓦凡Eｙl such that
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knE-xpHn converges to ａ ｐｏｉｎｔ脳Ｅｘp括げ訂ハｗithﾉ紐瓦石ｽoぴぺ　In the same way
as in the pr(X)f of 1), we may assume that sequences kn and｣肌converge to ￥ｅＫ
and to 狸ｅ 5^' respectively。The same argument as there shows the existence of
of ７･∈ちｓｕｃｈthat r?＝I仁Thｕｓ ｒSjl⊃Sへ
　　Conversely, assume the existence of T£Ws with rS^>⊃Ｓ石。Let T = t(A')s, where
y1∈ｒand seW.　Take an arbitrary point ko Exp H〇ｄ狛，ｗheｒｅゐｏｅＫ and H〇昭蝋
Choose kieNuCA) with Adﾙ雨＝ｓ and ａ sequence ｊかΞｙl such that ７Ｈ≪.converges
to Ho。Then the ｓeｑｕｅｎｃｅﾙoゐ1Eｘｐ1１７1＝koExp rHn in ikP. converges to ﾙoEｘp越。
　　　　　　－This shows がjl⊃封蝋　　ｑ｡ｅ｡ｄ。
COEOLLABY 1. (Sakai［8］）




of connectedregulaダsubmanifolds M＼品品α９唐戸omorphic?ih K/Z' X 5^
　　　　－2）評1⊃詐ぺ＝今jl⊃j2;
　　3）Ｚ″,＝Zjか白ｙみ尽昭九
　　Proof。1) and 2) follow from Lemma 1.3, 2)
　　3) LetfepZ”。so that ゐＥｘｐＨｏ＝Ｅｘｐ越。We




Since Ｎｊ＝{1}ｉｎour case, we have r=l, and hence ｆｅｅＺ＾.　q.ｅ｡d。
　　Consider the map nr^ in the case where∠1＝77九　〇urＦがwill be　abbreviated
toＦ and Ｍ訓ｗill be denoted by 瓦　Note that £iｓ connected。An element of
R is calledａｒ可?αΓ♪?がof(M,が) with respect to the origin θ。In this case,





　　It is known (cf。Helgason[3D that the conjugate locus Ｑ of CM, g) with
respecttoθiｓgiven by
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The　tangential　first　conjugate
Recall first that ｍ＝Ad瓦ａ士and




locus Ｆ of (M,が）ｌｎ ToiM) is given as follows.
thus Ｆ＝Ad瓦（Ｆｎ叫）。It is known （ｄ。Helgason
戸∩叫＝{亙∈叫;2(Ｔ、Ｈ)＝1　for some rei:>}
where Fns is given by
戸＝Ad瓦(戸nS)。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　戸ｎＳ＝Ｕ託
Recall that the firstconjugate locus Ｆ of（肘;が) with respect to ａ is defined by





zｄ召だ∠lnzがＦs函αdmissible subsets of UK
　　§2. Fundamental groups of compact symmetric spaces
　　In this section, we shall prove that the group Ws is isomorphic with the fun-
damental group πi(M) of M　Furthermore we shall investigate the relations bet-
ween submanifolds ３ｆ making use of the group Ｗｓ。
　　Lemma 2.1.　Let R b四知set of regular points of (M,が）ｗith ｒｅｓｐｅｃt tｏ ｏ，
皿ｄ ｌｅt　c:jｙ一M be the inclusion maか　７紬回船induced homomoかhism c。:
π1（和一一一πi(M)ｔｓ ｓｕｒｉｅｃＵｖｅ。
　　Proof。By Theorem ｌ。1，Q＝Ｍ一R is the union of submanifolds AP with
dim舒図dim M-2. Thus ａ theorem of the dimension theory （ｄ。Helgason［3］）
yields the Ｌｅｍｍａ。　q.e.d。
　　Lemma 2.2.£ｄＧｏり四知simply connected compact£fりrroup with the£必
ａｌｇｅｂｒa a'　ａｎｄ ｌｅt oo’be the inｖolｕtiｖｅ　ａｕtｏｍｏｒphiｓｍ ｏｆ Ｇｏ'　ｗhoｓｅ ｄｉかｙｅ蛍訟iｓ
が＝θぼ，？耐
　　　　　　　　　　　　　瓦ら伊∈収;θ（7（ｚ）＝孵。
£ｄ Ao' jaぬり知加ral subgro峰町Ｇ（７ ｇｅｎｅｒａtｅｄｂｙ 貳　Ｔｈｅｎ Ｋ|Ｚｋ（刄）iｓ ｄ吊
ｆｅｏｍｏｒphic　ｗitｈ Ｋｏ'IZko･(yloO in the natural way.
　　Proof。（i）ＬｅtＸｏ denote the identity component of 瓦T。Then the inclusion
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瓦一一K induces ａ diffeomorphism KリＺに(λ)一-＞ＫｆＺＫCA},since K is generated by
瓦o and 瓦∩/1｡
　　(ii) Let G' and ﾉﾄﾞbe connected Lie subgroups of　Ｇ generated　by g' and a'
respectively, and put 瓦´＝び∩瓦。We have 瓦o＝Ｃ,瓦'o，ｗheｒｅCt is the toral sub-
group of Ｇ generated by Cf and 瓦7ois the identity component of 瓦≒　Thus the
inclusion K"^一瓦o induces ａ diffeomorphism ＫリＺＸ・,(ぷ)-りぐoIZk,(淮)。
　　　(iii)　Ｌｅtπ:
by Lemma Ｌ ２，
Gy一びbe the covering ｈｏｍｏｍｏrphiｓｍ。SinceKo is connected
２），πinduces ａ covering homomorphism π:Kj→Ｋ'≪. This
induces ａ diffeomorphi sm 瓦//瓦パλo')一差o/み･,(ぷ).
　　The composition of the above three diffeomorphisms is the required one. q｡e.d
　　Theorem ２よ　The group Wg is isomoか統?法話rか対面田がat group
πi(M)が屁
　　Proof。This theorem, in ａ restricted case, was proved by Takeuchi [9]。We
prove the present theorem in the same way as [9]。
　　Let Mo' = Go'IKo'. Since Ko' is connected, Ma' is ａ compact simply connected
symmetric space. Let i?o'denote the set of regular points of Mo'. Then, by Coro!‘
lary ２ of Theorem 1.L the C？ｍａｐｒ♂:瓜ﾜ心バ:ｊy)ｘｙ-ｊぞ(j defined by
　　　　　　　　ｒ♂(ｋＺＸ，・(jo/)，亙)= kExp'H　ｆｏr甜瓜/，万∈ぶ
is ａ diffeomorphism. Here Exp' denotes the exponential map of Mo' at the origin。




From the above argument we see that F is an imbedding with the image C Xi?o'。
We define furtherａ covering map 刄:cmｘがy一一Mby
　　　　　　　　niH'≒ｚＫ:０)＝(ｅｘpH'咄(ｚ))θ　for jFEcm，ｚEGo'。






Fix points peR? and 阿ＫＩＺＸ(友)ＸＳwith ｒ(β)＝♪。For ａ continuous closed curve
(;:[0，1]一一→R in R with c(O) = c(l)=i>, let J : [0，1]一-＾ＫＩＺｋ(y1)ＸＳdenote the
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lift of c relative to ｒ with J(O)＝ふ　The terminal point 6'(1) of c depends only on
the homotomy class {c}∈πi(i?)of c. From Corollary ２ of Theorem １.1, there exists
uniquely reWs such that か＝汽:1)。Then the correspondence ㈲ 1一一>T　definesａ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－ｈｏｍｏｍｏｒphiｓｍφ:π1(Ｒ)一Ｂ砿lt is surjective since ＫＩＺｋ(友)XS is connected.
For {c} eπi(i?), we have φ({ｃ})＝1 if and only if the lift c of c relative to ｒ is ａ
closed curve, which is equivalent to that the lift ごo C=C・c of C o C relative to ＃is
ａ closed curve. Since Cm X Mo' is simply connected, the above is equivalent to that
the closed curve ごo c is homotopic to zero in 剤r.　Thus we get
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　πi(i?)/ kernelら,白Wj。
On the ｏtheｒＪ＊iｓ surjective by Lemma 2.1, and hence
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　π1(瓦)/kerｎｅい・２πi(M).
Thｕｓ罵声πi(M)。　q｡e.d.
　　Now Lemma １.3　implies the following
　　Corollary.　Ｔ加/四面mental groupπi(M) of a compact connected sy辨別ｄｒた
ｓｐａｃｅ(駈ｇ)iｓ iｓｏｍｏｒphic　ｗith Fiｒｏ.　Ｔｈｅｒｅｆｏｒｅ　％(M) is an abeliatりμｗ♪.
　　Now we shall study the detailed structure of 耳泌




It induces also ａ surjective map ≒＊:Ｂムー－ＬｴLet 7z。:w*一一w be ａ homomor-
phism defined by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　nwQCA')s') = s　forルョr*, sew^。
It induces also ａ homomorphism πｗ: 1/匹一一Ｗ。Recall the decomposition:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　a = c + a'。
Let Pc:　ａ一Cm and Pa':　ａ ＾ａ'denote orthogonal projections　onto　Cm　and　a' re-
spectively。We define ａ ｍａｐπc: Ｗ＊一一→Cm by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Jl,=♪coπΓ＊.
In general, for Ti = t(Ai"十丿i')Si, where Ai"ec^, Ai'ea', Si eW (j＝1， 2), we have
(2.1)　　　　　　　　　7'1ｒ2＝μ:Ai"十A2" + CAi'十Si^2'))5iS2,
where Ai'十A2"^ Cm, Al十Sii42'ea', S1S2&W,　Thereforeπc is ａ homomorphism。It
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The group W% acts on　Cm　trivially,and hence　it　is　identified　witha　subgroup
of the group of Euclidean motions of?。Actually we have an isomorphism:
(2.2)　　　　　　　肘白財×…×財。
Thｕｓ財，iｓ a finitegroup, and hence (乖０．1ｓalso a finitegroup。 Next we define
ａ subgroup Z of Cm by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｚ＝π,(Ｗｓ)。
SinceＺ contains the latticeA of Cm- Z is also ａlatticeof Cm-　Thus Z is isomorphic
with Z""". From definitions,we have an exact sequence:
(2.3)　　　　　　　o-べ:剛)ｒ一心'ｓこ→Ｚ－o。
This exact sequence splits sinceＺ is free, and hence
(2.4)　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｗｓ尚:Ｗｓ)。ＸＺ，ＺｇＺ≒
We defineａ map　が：剛一→掃墨　by
　　　　　　　7t'(t(A"十が)s)＝μ:ぷ)ｓ　forぷ' C,, A'∈?, seW.
The map がiｓａ homomorph ism in virtue of (2.1), and satisfies
(2.5)　　　　　　　　　　　μ:π,(ｒ))が(r)=:r　　foreach T%Ws',
(2.6)　　　　　　　　　　　π・(が(句)＝π・(ｒ)　foreach ７･ＥＷs。





Sinceπ。is injective on 移管, we have isomorphisms Ｆ＊竺掃管ａｎｄｊいべ剛)。. In
virtue of (2.6), F is ａ subgroup of F*, and hence
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｆ,⊂Ｆ⊂Ｆ＊。
Isomorphisms (2. 4) imply
汪7)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1鴛戸ｊ４ＸＺ，Ｚ＝Ｚｙ
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Note that from (2.2) we have
（2.8）　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｆ＊2∃F1＊×…×瓦＊，
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where Fk* is the corresponding group for the ゐ-th irreducible factor (叫晦)(1≪か（s).
We define an iniective map γ÷一万* from ７ｐ into ａ/ by the correspondence (1.15)，
and denote its image by 7p。Define
　　　　　　　　　Ａｕt(瓦j)＝{ｓＥＯ(旭);sフリ＝フリ}(1（ゐ≪s)，
and then define ａ subgroup Ａｕt(7p)ｏｆ Ｏ(?)bｙ
　　　　　　　　　　　　Ａｕt(7p)＝Ａｕt(∬い)×…ＸＡｕt(∬j)。
We can prove the following lemma in the same way as in Takeuchi [101.
　　Lemma 2. 3. Assume that g　fｓ託?-ｊ附加いz?(g, 0 is irreducible。　花心，
回心ｒ話･り?以前zみi the proげげむ四回 L4:
　　1) snr* isαs一斑。/回船set {Pyi jell^} of verticesがS, given by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　snr*={Py- ni=i}。
　　2)狗□eWt let Tり心知加rmutatiomげn^ defined by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　TPy = Prり･for r^m.
Ｔｈｅｎ
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7tw(r)r = r'ir　for each γ∈刀瓦
がｒ7o＝μ(O≪にf), then Ttwir^eW is chαracterizedり
　　　　　　　　　　{rei'; r>0,πｗ(ｒ)-1γ＜O}＝{γEJ;(Ｔ，£i.)＞O}。
　　CoROLLABY。荊りlave Jffc*⊂Ａｕt(∬屹)ｆｏｒ ｅａｃｈｋ. 　ＴｈｅｒｅｆｏｒｅＦ＊⊂Ａｕｔ(炉)。




















一寸白太７一一→Z X (S･ｎ ｒ＊）
Ｚ＝♪ｅ(Ｓｎｒ)。

















　　Proof.　1) Let　ｒ＝μ:ｊ″十A'~)sgWs, where A"ecn, A' a^ and sｄ侃　Then
πe(ｒ)＝/1/へが(ｒ)＝μ:A'}s and πW(.T}=ふ　lfπeけ)＝0，だけ) = 1, then A" = 0, A'=0,
ｓ＝１ and hence ７＝L lfπc(ｒ)＝0，痢ｙ(つ＝0，tｈｅｎ A"=0, s=l and hence 'r= fCA')
with A'ea'。Since tS=S, we get A' = 0, and hence ｒ＝Ｌ　Thus both πcｘπｗ　and
π,×がare injective on Ws.　The commutativity of the left square follows from (2.5)｡
　　Note that πΓ＊:　Ｗｓ－ｒ＊iｓ injective, since sS= S implies s＝1 for　sEf。
Each T£Ws leaves also Ｓ invariant。Recalling 0 5, we get り*(r)=:r(O)GSnr for
each T&Ws.　Take an arbitrary AeSf＼r and let A=A"十A', where A"e c^ and ｊ'Ea/。
Ｔｈｅｎ八･(A')=A'e Ｓ'ｎｒ＊.Ｎｏｗμ:/1)-1S＝c。×μ:ぷ)-1S'，ｗheｒe Z(ぷ)-1ｙ is a funda-
mental cell for (y，び)ｗhosｅ closure contains 0. Hence there exists seW such
that s-HCが)-1ｙ＝ｙ.Ｐｕttｉｎｇ ｒ＝1(ｊ)sEW，ｗｅ get ｒlS＝cmｘぶ= S, and thus
re We. We　have　り＊(ｒ)＝/1，ａｎｄ ｈｅｎｃｅ鳶(メ)＝ﾒ1″＝瓦πΓ＊(ｒ)＝π,(ｒ)EZ。　These
show that πΓ＊:　Ｂらｰぶ∩ｒ　is　surjective　and　thatち×瓦･maps snr into
ＺＸ(ｙn7‾'＊)。Thus the　ｍａｐπ戸:Ｗｓ一一snr is bijective. The map ♪,×瓦･is
clearly injective。
　　Applying the same argument for the symmetric pair (G*, K？)ｏｆ Ｇ＊＝ＡｄＧand
瓦゛= {xeG*; dx=xd}, we see that り＊:擢ｙ一一タ∩ｒ＊　is　bijective. This　implies
the bijectivity of 1×り＊:ＺＸＢ肺--→･ＺＸ(Ｓ吊ｒ＊)。
　　The commutativity of the right square follows from definitions｡
　　2)The bijectionπΓ＊:Ｗｓ一一s'nr induces bijections(Ws)。―>s'nr and 耳孚一
タ∩ｒ＊。The lower square follows from the diagram １)･　　q.e.d。
　　Corollary。７濤り即卯s Ws,（Ｗｓ）中α?Ｂｸﾞ?い?ｓ倆託りransitivelyon SCiF,
＆∩Γα?S'nr* respectively.
　　Remabk。1) We can determine the torsion part Jf* of Ws and the group F
by making use of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. In fact,ｅａｃｈ瓦＊⊂Ａｕt（∬j）iｓdetermin-
ed by Lemma ２,3，and hence Ｆ＊＝瓦＊×…×瓦＊⊂Ａｕt（7p）iｓdetermined。Finding
subsets S/∩ｒ and 配（Snｒ）of夕∩r*, we get subgroups jらａｎｄＦ of F* by
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means of Lemma 2.4.
　　０ｎ the other hand, the free part Ｚ of Ws is obtained by (2.9).
　　Thus we get Ws as ａ subgroup of Zx Ｆ by means of the diagram １)｡
　　　　　　　　　～　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－2) Letπ:Af-・Ｍ be the Riemannian universal covering of Ｍ. Then snr
and　Ws are identified with π-1(Ｏ　and the covering transformation group G(π)
respectively, in such ａ　way that the action of Ｗｓ on snr corresponds to that
ｏｆＧ(π)ｏｎπ-1(○。
　　3) If we identify Ws and snr with a subgroup and ａ subset of ZxF by
means of bijections in the diagram 1), then the action of Ws on snr is no-
thing but the left translation in the group Zｘｊ!
　　We define an action ri >T°γｏｆ Ws on the set 771 by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　げγyニ恥(ｒ)い　for ７∈耳ら，γ∈井‘.
With these definitions we have
　　Lemma 2.5.£ｄｊ蝕のzα画面ssiblぞ?subset of n≒　Then:
　　1)ｒｙ＝ｙＪかr each z∈聡;
　　2) N'=-{TeWs; ７･J = J}, a?ＺＪ＝忖∈(Ｗｓ)。; r.|j=id}。
　　Peoop. 1) We may assume that g is semi-simple and (g, !) is irreducible。
In this case, under the notation in Lemmas 1.4 and 2.3, ｙ is given by
(1.16)






These imply the assertion 1），
　　2）Ｔｈｅ assertion for ｙ follows from １）。If g is semi-simple and (9, 0 is
irreducible,then from （1.16）ａｎｄ（2.10）ｗｅhave
　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　　　　－Z'={TeWs; r･γ＝y　foreach jeJ)。
This implies also the assertion for Z' in general case。　q.e.d。
　　Let A and ∠12be admissible subsets of j7≒　They are said to be equivalent if
their exists seF such that s∠1い＝ｊム　Wedenote by ∠jl＞j2if there exists seF
such that ｓjj⊃∠1ム　With these definitions,by Theorem 1.1, its Corollary ３ and
Lemma 2.5, 1), we have the following theorem。
　　Theorem 2.2.　1)Ｌｄご＊be　ａ　ｓｅt ｏｆｃｏｍｐｌｅtｅｒepｒｅｓｅｎtａtiｖｅｓｏｆ ｅｑｕiｖａｌｅｎｃｅ
classes of ad?s一面ｓ一斑s in IIK Th四
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　　　　　　　　　　　　F= U M'' (disjoint union).
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　jEご戸
Remark。Note that the set どアas well as the set ご戸lｓ a finiteｓ(兎
§3，Cut loci of compact symmetric spaces
　　In this section, we shall study the structure of cut loci of compact　symmetric
spaces and give stratificationsof them by ａ refinement of methods for conjugate
loci.
　　For H£a, the norm V(H, m of Ｈ with respect to the inner product (　，)
will be denoted by ＼H＼.　Forａ subset r' ofｒ witiir'-{o}≠φ, we definefunctions











Let C and Q be the tan genital cut locus and the tangenital conjugate locus of
(M, g} in m = To(M) respectively. Let Ｃ＝ＥｘpC be the cut locus of (貼ｇ)ｗitｈ
respect to 0. Now Sakai characterizedＣ as follows。
　　Theorem 3.1.　(Sakai[7]) We have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｃ＝Ａｄ瓦(Ｃｎａ)，
ｗheｒｅCf]a ｆｓが記銘匈




　　Remark.　Let A=Ao。It isａ maximal totallygeodesic flatsubmanifold of
(原が)。Then cna coincideswith the tangenitalcut locus of A in a＝Ｔ。(/1y
　　In the course of the proof of Theorem 3.1, Sakai[7]proved the following
result。
　　Lemma 3よ　£et HeCnSand H^Q.　怜四回トルゴ乙{0} with ＼H＼=直一湘
　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－1･出題ｓ紬Ｓ。Thus,四知ve 5nr-{o)≠φα?
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　附加ぺj7)＝直レ
　　In Theorem ３.1，it is not easy to compute 附八H), since r is an infiniteset.
So we will try to replaceｒ by a finitesubset of r.
　　Define subsets ごｙａｎｄ^ of Ｓ by
　　　　　　　ごど＝ﾘleS; 2(私産)/(ｊメ)＜1　for each Aesnr-{o}},
????
and then define





ｊ＝{ぶ回∩r-{o}; 2iH, A)1U, A)=i　for some 亙∈座ク}
Put
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Am = {Ay;μ治}。
It should be noted that both ｊ and i4C0) are finitesubsets of 八
　　Theobem 3.2. 1) Weり･ave C=Ad瓦(cn5)。Therefi･re C＝瓦Ｅｘｐ(ＣｎＳ)，




　　Proof. 1) We know m=Adira+, and hence C=AdK(C∩叫).　Therefore it
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suffices to show Ｃｎａ＋⊂Ｃｎ凡　Take an arbitrary ＨｇＣｎ叫。Then, by Theorem
３,1，2(γ，j7)＝2(瓦馬)/(甫，廓)ぺ1 for each j i:＼ and hence H∈乱　This proves
the required inclusion。
　　2) Let if ens.　Then Ａか(j7)＝1 by Theorem 3.1. Put
　　　　　　　　　　ぬ＝阻昭∩ｒ一冊；２(私Å)/(胤ｊ)＝1}。
　　Case 1: 島z≠φ。We have Ｈ ｡ｼﾞﾀﾞ,and hence Qh⊂玉
　　Case 2: Sh =φ。We have 77∈ごｙ. Moreover, Lemma ３.1 implies がＥＱ。There-
fore there exists μ∃2*such that 2{Ｔ，｝I)＝1 so that HeSyK Thus we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　2(瓦ｊ７)/(甫，j7)＝1　with reR.
　　These prove that AnA(&)≠φalways and that 鮮４ｕｚ(。)(亙)＝Ｌ
　　Conversely, assume that ＨｇＳ satisfies Mに1(。)(∬)＝L　Suppose H収入　lfF＝
so∬∈C with ｓo＞1，tｈｅｎｊ喬(狸)＞1，ｗｈｉｃｈcontradicts to Theorem ３よ　Thus there
exists So with OくSo<l such that Ｆ＝ＳｒvＨ C.　But 狸紅)sｉｎｃｅＨｇＳ。Now Lemma
３パL implies that snr-m≠φand Aガヤ(狸)＝1，ａｎｄ hence H'e^. Therefore
there exists Ae Snｒ－{O}ｓｕch that 2(Ｈ≒Ａ)/(ん淮)＝Ｌ　From the definition, we
have AeA.　But H=Cl/so)H' implies 2(私ｊ)/(ｊ，ｊ)＞1，ｗｈｉｃｈ contradicts　to
Ｍｊｕボ。)(亙)＝1.Thiｓ shows 丑6Cn5.　　q.e.d.
　　Remark. By Theorem 3.2 we can　show ａ well known fact that M is simply
connected if and only if F=C (cf. Crittenden[2], Sakai[8])。
　　We have defined in §1 a cellular decomposition of Ｓ closely related to the
conjugate locus。Now we shall define another cellular　decomposition　ofＳ closely
related to the cut locus.
　　Ｌｅtのbe ａ subset of Snｒ。The complement Ｓｎｒ一のofのin　snr will be
denoted bｙｌｃ。Let ７゛ be the subset of ,Ｓconsisting of all ＨｅＳｓａtisfyingthe
conditions:
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　|好一A＼= ＼H-A'＼　for each ふyFEのｃ，　　　　　　　　　　　　　　|
田一洲≪固－ぷl　for each ｊＥざ，ぷ∈の｡
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－It is easily seen that Ｔ゛iｓ ａ convex subset of Ｓ。Ａ subset のof snr is said to








　　　　　　　　　　－2) Thりyroup Ws acts on thに?げＪ７如法(^ admissible. Mor･? precisely,
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－知能ΓΥ゛＝77’゛μΓΓEWｓ研?an admissible加配肘のof sn八
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　　3) For ad?ssible subsets 0iα?の2 o/snr,
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Ｔ°１⊃７｀ら今＝＝;〉e1⊃e2.
石油is case, for HiGT"^ and召いΞT'^s we have
　　　　　　　　　経11十(1一昨馬∈７゛l　for each ｊ with OくZ≪1.
　　Proof.　1) Let HeS。We define ａ function pH on Snr by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　PHiA) = ＼H-A＼　　for Aesnr。
Put
　　　　　　　　　　　のり= {AeSC]r; PhCA')= Min Mが)}
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　A'e'snr
and let 《恥゜ｌｊｃ，Ｔｈｅｎの‰is a finite non-empty subset of Snr, and《＆iｓ an
admissible subset of snr such that ＨｅＴ°H. This shows the assertion 1)｡
　　2) follows from that We preserves the Euclidean distance ｌ亙一亙'ｌ on ａ.
　　3)Ｂｙ ａ translation, we may assume OE(plc。Ｔｈｅｎ，j7∈Ｔ゛l if and only if
　　　　　　　　　　　　ﾘ珀＝直一湘　for each ｊＥの1(7，
　　　　　　　　　　　　i ＼H＼<＼H-ぷl　for each ぷ∈邨







越|引越－ぷl for each ぷ∈11･
This shows の1c⊂烏(7，ａｎｄ hence １１⊃屯。Coversely, assume 0i⊃12.1t follows from






　　　　　2CH, A-)KA, A')=t・2(瓦，ｊ)/(ふｊ)十(1－だ)・2(i/2'AVCA, A)
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implies
　　　　　　　　　　　2(双涙)KA,A) = l　for each ＡＥのlc－{O}，
　　　　　　　　　　1
2iH, A)KA, A)く1　for each yl #i,
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－and hence ＨｅＴ°'. This shows also　Ｔ°1⊃Ｔ°≒ｴ　q｡ｅ.d。
　　Let (J,のbe a pair of subsets ｊ⊂刀ｌ ａｎｄのSiSn八　We define ａ subset Sり
　　一〇f S by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　於゛＝Ｓｊｎ７.
Ａ pair (∠d,(25) is said to be admissible if ｙ,１≠φ，　Note that for an admissible
pair (∠1，の)，Sj･ i゛s homeomorphic with a cell, since it is an open convex polｙ･
hedren in an ajffinesubspace of ａ。
　　Lemma 3.3. 1) S= U S'>リ:diｓjoint　ｕｎｉｏｎ），z雨天（４，　CD")　ｒａｎｇｅｓｏｖｅｒ　the
　　　　　　　　　　　　（ｊ,１）
ａｄｍｉｓｓible　Paiｒｓ。
　　2）ｎりμり噸聡α心on the set of all S2’･^ with (iA, 0) ad?畑山。泊ｎ･
precisぺy, we have z･ｙ･0--QT-J･ｒ゛かr r eWs an丿an admissible pair (∠1，＠）｡
　　3) For ad?畑仙リmirs (Ji, (Ji) and {Ao, <l》2）。
　　　　　　　　　やl･゛1⊃ｙ2･゛2ぐ≒りID∠j2 and (恥｡|⊃ら
　　Proof。1) and 2) follow from Lemmas 1.4, 2.5 and 3.2.
　　3) Assume Sjl･゛1⊃Ｃｉ。<ｉ≒Then, Lemma Ｌ ４，3) and Lemma 3.2, 3) imply
j1⊃∠f2 and の1⊃の2， Assume conversely ∠f1⊃∠12and の1⊃の2. Then　it follows from
the same lemmas that for 召1ESjl･゛l and 瓦Eｙ2゛2 we have
　　　　　　　　　Z瓦十（1－り召2Eｙl ･゛l　for each Ｚ with Oくμこ1.
This implies　Sも,11⊃Ｓも･ら。　q｡ｅ｡d.
　　We can also extend the above decomposition of Ｓ to ａ W-invariant cellular
decomposition of ａ as in §1.






Lemma 3.4. CnS=し戸Sり(diｓjoint　ｕｎｉｏｎ)，耀here U' means the uni・ａ卵『
　　　　　　　　　　　　(J,(l≫)
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　　Proof。LetＨｅＣｎＳ。Let ｊ be the unique admissible subset oi　ｍwith
Ｈ｀ｅＳ侃Ｐｕt
　　　　　　　　　　　　島＝{ぶsnr-m副司＝17卜湘}.
In the proof of Theorem 3.2, we have showed the following:
　　Case 1: 島f≠φ･，陥⊂ｊ.
　　Case 2: ，‰＝φ｡ Ｅ＾＾　ａnd there exists γEe with 2(r, B「｣＝1.
１ｎCase 1， pｕtの＝Ｓｎｒ－(,陥Ｕ{O})。Then H∈７，ｙ＝,らＵ{O}≠{0} and ｙ－{O}
=S2h. Hence, ∬ESり' and (∠1，の)iｓａ c-pair. In Case 2，ｐｕt(D＝Snｒ－{O}。Then
召｀∈７＝ｊｒ，ぎ＝{O}，ぎー{O}＝φand @cj:.J. Hence, ifeSも゜ａnd (J,の)iｓ ａ c-pair。
　　Conversely, let HeSもｌ with (∠1，の)a c-pair.　In virtue of Oe<F, we have l司（
1亙一湘foｒ each ｊＥﾀ∩r-{0}. In particular, we have
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　附図附－洲　for each ｊＥえ
On the other hand, 亙ES implies that 2(Ｔ，Ｈ)≪1 for each γａ９，０ｒequivalentJy,




　　Case 1: (Z)ｃ≠(O). In this case, we have
　　　　　　　　　　　附i＝直一湘　for each y1∈(ｙ－{o}(≠φ)⊂ｊ。
Thus we get ＼H＼= m八八4(。)(if), which implies ＨｅＣn5 by Theorem 3.2.
　　Case 2: ぎ＝{O}，ln this case, we have 2(r, H) = i for each Ｔｅ∠ｉｃn@,where
∠1(７denotes the complement 7P －ｊ of ∠iin j71｡ １ｎparticular, we have
　　　　　　　　　　　l司＝直一ふl　for each γｄｃｎ＠(≠φ)⊂ｅ。
Thus we get ＨｇＣns in the same way as Case 1.　q.e.d.
　　Note that the dimension ﾙｊ,lof Sもfor a c-pair (J, 0) is given by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　垢,１＝ｒ－dim{(:ｒ－{O})Ｕｊｃ}ａ，
where {*)r means the subspace of ａ spanned over j7bｙ＊。
　　Now we shall proceed as in §1 to study the structure of the set 瓦Ｅｘp Sも゜．












作りwill be denoted bｙ[ﾙ]with 妁ｙ,ｌand [ｒ]with
We define ａ (:ｙ map ｙも゜･.　ＫＩＺ＾・゜XSも一一→Mby
　　　　　　　ｒｊ,１(kZら゜，Ｈ)＝ﾙＥｘp亙　for k∈瓦召｀ESも，
and denote by Ｍもthe image ofｒj､１.
　　Lemma １.7　implies N'･゛⊂Ｎｊ、andhence
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Zj⊂が⊂Ｎｊ・゜⊂炉⊂iVK(mO.
These groups are compact and have the same Lie algebra tｊ。In particular,the
group 1YJ,(1>is a finitegroup. Moreover, Corollary２ of Lemma Ｌ６implies that
Ｆｊ,lis ａ (７ immersion and that
　　　　　　　　　　　ｄｉｍＫＩＺｊ・゜＝(1/2)(dimg―dim?)。
　　In the same way as the proof of Lemmas 1.7 and L 8，we can show the foi
lowing
　　Lemma 3.5. 1) Let (ii,の1）α?（j2，聡）蝕??畑漬け?ｒｓ，瓦昭JIへ瓦∈
Ｓｊｌ・゜２皿ｄｋＫ。 IfkExp Hi=Exp Ho, then thet・白?がsreWs such that:
　　　i）　ｒSjlﾀ砂1＝Sj2μ2;
　　ii) k Exp H=Exp tH foΓad77ESjl･゛1;
　　iii) tHi = H2,
ａ?henceりＥｘp＆’1･゛1＝ＥｘpSら゜2.
　　2) For each admissil心細仔（∠1，の),there eズ匈s a M?卯,りlomomo印画揖が･１:
ｆ’･゛－lp･゛ such that if n^'の［月＝［ﾙ］?幼7･eｙ,りz?k£m＼幼心
　　　　　　　　　　　k Exp i/=Exp ｒ召' for each ＩｌｅＳｊ・゜。
　　　　　　On conjugate loci and cut loci of compact symmetric spacesｌ　　　　　６７
　　　Lemma ３.6.77he homomoか肩ｓ扨が･゛：ＩＰ･゛一月ﾝP'*"is an isomorphism。There-
ﾌﾞθだWj･゛is alsoαfinite group。
　　ＰＲｏｏＦ。Thesurjectivityofπもlfollows from Lemma 3.5, 1)。Assumeが･゛[ｒ]＝1
where ｒE擢ｊ･゛。Then, in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1.8, we find
Aer such that
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　tH=H十A　for each ＨｅＳも。
Since ｙ･゛ is bounded, we have y1＝0，ａｎｄhence ［ｒ］
　　From Lemma ３.3 we have the following
＝１ q.e.d.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Lemma 3.7. For an admissible pai?べｊ，の)，ｙ･‘リsがven by
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　－ＮらΦ＝{ｒEWｓ; ｒ･∠i = J, Tの＝卿。
　　We define ａ free
ＫｆＺ＾ｘ託Ｌｅt
C°°action of w^<≫ on KIZ'・゜XSj･ i゛n the same way as for
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｅｊ，゜=K1Zも゜×W0,AO '
be the quotient manifold relative to this action. Put
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｂｊ・゜＝Ｋ１Ｎも町
It is ａ compact connected Ｃ？ manifold. By Lemma ３.6，　Ｋ]Ｚもis a C？ principal
bundle over ？･゛ｗitｈ the group Ｗｊ,゛，ａｎｄＦ･りsa fibre bundle over ？･゛ａｓsｏｄａted
to KIZも with the fibre Sj･゛.
　　Ｌｅt（j1，の1）ａｎｄ（j2，烏）be（;-ｐａｉｒs。Theyare said to be　呵?valent　if　there
exists z£Ws such that ７・il= J2 and 吻1＝ら　We denote bｙ（∠11，の1）〉-（j2，島）if
　　　　　　　　　－there exists reWs　such that 7･・j1 ⊃∠12and ｒ妬⊃の2.Ｌｅt～ク　be ａ set of complete
representatives of equivalance classes of c-pairs. Note that ｙ is a finiteｓｅt。Then
in the same way as the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 2.2, we get the following
theorem。
　　Theorem 3.3.　1)Ｆｏｒ ｅａｃｈ,ｃ一paiｒ　{じ:ｊ，の}，評･‘リsα・nnected reg?αΓs一･
ｍａｎｉｆｏｌｄｏｆ Ｍ ｗith。
　　　　　　　　　　dim恕'゛゜(1/2)(dim g―dim ?)十恥。.
Ｅａｃｋ MA,<D iｓ di§ｅｏｍｏｒphic　ｗith Eリリ)ｙ tｈｅ ｄｉｆｆｅｏｍｏｆｐｈｉｓｍ　^”’Ｒ"｡　Ｅ”*’のｰ一司かり肴-
ｄｕｃｅｄｈｙ the （:ｒ　ｍａｐ　Ｗり:ＫＩＺもｘｙ･゛－一封。
　　2)７加ｃ耐lりcus C ofαＱ田畑ct connected symmetric space CM,が)?防




　　　　　一双ihere M^i'<^i⊃恕一,らz/α?only if (Ji, 0.J〉･(j2，の２)。
　　Remabk。Let dim 封＝が. Then M is homeomorphic with the space obtained
from the cut Iccus C by attaching ａｎﾀ1-ce11封o，　In fact (cf。Kobayashi[4]), let
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　£o＝{ぼ;Ｏり<1, XeC),
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　So＝£onS。
　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－Then £a＝Ad瓦So(ｄ。proof of Theorem 3.2, 1)), and the closure £o of£o is given
　　－　　　　　－bｙ£o＝£ｏＵＣ。The subset
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　診＝Ｅｘｐ£o
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－of M is called the interior of (M, g) with respect to the point 0. Subsets E^,
£o and ごｏｆ ｍ are homeomorphic with the closed 箭･disk£ド。7-ce11ひ･ａｎｄ佃－1)-
sphere ｙ－1 respectively。Thus the cut lccus C is ａ closed subset of M. Moreover, Exp:
－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　～
£o一封 is surjective and the continuous map Ｅｘｐ: (£o，Ｃ)－(罪Ｃ)ｏｆ pairs
induces ａ relative diffeomorphism Ｅｘp: £o-→jげ)｡
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